Introduction
Control engineers are often faced with the challenging task of creating simplified dynamic models of complex physical systems. A thermofluid system is a good example of a complex physical system that requires an accurate yet simple dynamic model for control design purposes. In this work, we present a thermofluid system dynamic model with specific application to vapor compression cycle ͑VCC͒ systems. New models are derived for heat exchangers used in conjunction with two common components: receivers and accumulators. The modeling approach balances the trade-offs between complexity and accuracy, arriving at a tool that is useful for both dynamic analysis and control design.
Modeling of VCC systems can be divided into two general paradigms: finite difference ͑spatially dependent͒ models and moving-boundary models ͓1͔. In the finite difference paradigm, the conservation equations are approximated with a finite difference technique and applied to a number of elements in the heat exchanger ͓2͔. Each element contains its own dynamic states and is independent of fluid phase. As the number of elements increases, model accuracy increases as well. However, the increased number of elements results in a dynamically complex model that may be computationally expensive and is unsuitable for modelbased control design ͓3͔.
In the moving-boundary modeling approach, the heat exchangers are divided into regions based on the fluid phase in each region. Model parameters are lumped together in each region. The location of the boundary between regions is allowed to be a dynamic variable, thereby capturing the essential two-phase flow dynamics. The resulting models are of low dynamic order, making them very well suited for control design. The moving-boundary models give the model developer and control designer physical insight into the dynamic behavior of the plant. In comparison to the finite difference models, the compact nature of the movingboundary models is assumed to reduce accuracy, although no direct model validation comparison is available in the literature. Grald and MacArthur showed that a spatially dependent model and a moving-boundary model for an evaporator have very similar dynamic responses ͓4͔.
Moving-boundary models have been under development since 1979 ͓5͔. A review of the literature shows that they have been applied to a variety of VCC systems with many variations in the details of the modeling approach ͓1͔. The range of operating conditions covered by many system models ͓5-9͔ has been limited by the lack of models for system components frequently used in practice, such as receivers and accumulators. Under normal operating conditions, heat exchangers used in conjunction with these components will experience changing fluid phase conditions at the heat exchanger outlet. In the established moving-boundary framework, these changing fluid phase conditions would result in the creation and destruction of dynamic states. Previous works ͓5,8͔ used a model switching approach to accommodate multiple modeling frameworks in one simulation. A key contribution of Willatzen et al. ͓8͔ is a presentation of techniques for controlling inactive states. The evaporator model is given in ͓8͔ as an example of the approach. Four model structures are considered: a subcool/two-phase/superheat model, a subcool/two-phase model, a two-phase model, and a two-phase/superheat model. The models are implemented with explicit equations for the state derivatives, allowing for direct manipulation of the derivatives. Two guiding principles are presented for handling state derivatives when the physical entities that they represent are not active in the model. First, if a state going to zero will adversely affect numerics, do not allow the state to reach zero. Second, force inactive states to track a meaningful physical value. The value to be tracked is determined by the desired state value at the time of its activation in the model. An evaporator switching from a subcool/two-phase/ superheat model to a two-phase/superheat model provides an example of the application of these principles. As the model structure switch occurs, the subcooled region length goes to zero and the subcooled region wall temperature state becomes inactive. The model structure switching is based on the inlet and outlet refrigerant enthalpies. If, in the case of the evaporator, the inlet enthalpy is less than the saturated liquid enthalpy, the subcooled region is included. If the outlet enthalpy is greater than the saturated vapor enthalpy, the superheat region is included. No model validation results are presented in ͓8͔, but simulation results are presented for a number of model outputs.
The current work seeks to address the problem of multiple exit states without using a switching or multiple model approach. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The modeling challenge associated with varying exit phase is addressed in Sec. 2 through the first-principles derivation of unique integrated condenser/ receiver and evaporator/accumulator models. Section 2 expands the range of operating conditions that may be modeled with the moving-boundary framework. Section 3 provides model validation results demonstrating the utility of the proposed approach. The accuracy of the model validation in Sec. 3 is enhanced by an identified dynamic model of the compressor mass flow. The procedure and the model for the compressor are detailed in the Appendix. A conclusion summarizes the main points of the paper.
Moving-Boundary Models With Variable Outlet Phase

Moving-Boundary Heat Exchanger Model Overview.
The moving-boundary approach is based on the assumption of one-dimensional fluid flow through a pipe with effective diameter, effective flow length, and effective surface areas ͓5-9͔. The approach also assumes equal pressure throughout the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger is divided into regions based on the fluid phase, and the effective parameters are lumped in each region. The interface location between fluid phase regions is allowed to be a dynamic variable. Model parameters in single phase regions are the averages of the region's inlet and outlet conditions. Model parameters in the two-phase region are characterized by a mean void fraction ͓10͔. For two-phase refrigerant flowing through a tube, the void fraction gives the ratio of area occupied by vapor to the total area at a cross section of the tube. Because two-phase flow is characterized by saturated conditions, the lumped parameters for the heat exchanger's two-phase region may be found by taking an average of the saturated vapor and the saturated liquid conditions. The mean void fraction, as detailed in Sec. 2.4.8, is used as the weight in this parameter averaging.
The moving-boundary derivation procedure requires the integration of the governing partial differential equations ͑PDEs͒ along the length of the heat exchanger to remove spatial dependence. The PDEs for conservation of refrigerant mass and energy are given in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒. The z-coordinate specifies a location along the length of the heat exchanger. The inlet of the heat exchanger is described by z = 0 and the outlet by z = L T .
is the differential continuity equation for unidirectional flow in the z direction. Equation ͑2͒ is the differential conservation of energy equation for the refrigerant in the heat exchanger, which states that the rate of energy change in the refrigerant due to changes in enthalpy, pressure, and position must equal the rate of heat transfer between the refrigerant and the heat exchanger wall.
The differential conservation of energy equation for the heat exchanger wall energy is given in Eq. ͑3͒. This equation shows that the rate of energy change in the wall due to temperature change must equal the rate of heat transfer between the wall and both the refrigerant and the surrounding air. The PDEs are integrated using the Leibniz integration rule given in Eq. ͑4͒. The conservation of momentum equation is neglected by assuming a uniform pressure along the length of the heat exchanger ͓6-9͔.
This modeling approach has been applied to both evaporators and condensers operating in subcritical and transcritical vapor compression cycle systems ͓6,11͔. The resulting models were shown to be of low dynamic order and suitable for control design purposes.
Receivers and Accumulators in the Moving-Boundary
Framework. A basic vapor compression cycle is composed of four primary components: evaporator, compressor, condenser, and expansion valve, as shown in Fig. 1 . A high side receiver and/or low side accumulator is/are generally added to the system as a means of storing excess refrigerant and ensuring safe operation over a large range of operating conditions. From the condenser, the refrigerant flows to a receiver where any excess charge is stored. The refrigerant leaving the evaporator flows to an accumulator where any two-phase fluid is captured, thus preventing damage to the compressor.
The main challenge presented by the presence of receivers and accumulators is the possibility of multiple fluid phase conditions at the heat exchanger outlet. At steady-state conditions, a condenser with receiver will operate with saturated liquid or twophase fluid at the outlet, as shown in Fig. 2 . During transients, the condenser outlet fluid condition could deviate to subcooled outlet conditions, as shown in Fig. 3 . Similarly, if an accumulator contains some liquid refrigerant, the evaporator will operate with saturated vapor or two-phase fluid at the outlet. Transients could cause the evaporator outlet fluid condition to deviate to superheated vapor conditions.
The creation of a subcooled region in the condenser or a superheated region in the evaporator presents the problem of the creation of new dynamic states, as fluid region lengths and wall Transactions of the ASME 2.3 Receiver/Accumulator Model Derivation. High side receivers provide a volume for storing excess refrigerant charge and ensuring liquid flow into the expansion device. Low side accumulators protect compressors from "slugging" by capturing twophase refrigerant and allowing only vapor to exit the accumulator and enter the compressor. For modeling purposes, the two components differ only in their inlet and outlet conditions. The receiver/accumulator is modeled as a simple control volume with refrigerant entering and exiting the control volume boundary. Heat transfer may occur between the walls of the receiver/accumulator and the surroundings. For the receiver, the entering refrigerant is either two-phase, saturated liquid, or subcooled liquid, and the exiting refrigerant is assumed to be saturated liquid, as shown in Fig. 4 . The receiver pressure is assumed to be the condenser pressure. For the accumulator, the entering refrigerant is either twophase, saturated vapor, or superheated vapor, and the exiting fluid is assumed to be saturated vapor, as shown in Fig. 5 . The accumulator pressure is assumed to be the evaporator pressure.
The conservation of mass and energy for the receiver are written as Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒. Equation ͑5͒ shows that the rate of mass storage in the receiver is simply the net mass flow rate into the receiver. Equation ͑6͒ shows that the rate of change of refrigerant energy stored in the receiver is based on the energy entering and leaving the receiver due to mass flow and the heat transfer with the surroundings.
The total refrigerant mass in the receiver is the summation of the liquid and vapor mass, m rec = m g + m f . The total refrigerant energy is the summation of liquid and vapor energy, m rec u rec = m g u g + m f u f . The total volume of the receiver is the summation of liquid and vapor volumes, V rec = V g + V f . The relationship between mass and volume is defined as m g = g V g and m f = f V f . Using these relationships, the volume of each phase may be found in terms of the total mass and total volume as
The net change in volume is zero,
By applying the chain rule of differentiation to the left hand side of Eq. ͑5͒, we find this expression for the receiver mass derivative:
Taking the same approach for the left hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ gives the receiver energy derivative:
Again, we assume the receiver/accumulator pressure to be equal to that of the upstream heat exchanger. Combining these results allows us to write the conservation of refrigerant energy equation in terms of ṁ rec and Ṗ c , as shown in Eq. ͑9͒. Thus Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑9͒ form the governing differential equations for the receiver.
The equations for the accumulator are obtained by replacing the receiver terms with accumulator terms and the condenser terms with evaporator terms.
Condenser With Receiver Model Derivation.
Nominally, the condenser is assumed to have two fluid regions ͑super-heat and two-phase͒, as shown in Fig. 2 . The derivation here follows the method presented in ͓11͔. The starting point is the governing PDEs for mass and energy, Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒. We first remove the spatial dependence from the PDEs by integrating along the length of the pipe. The limits of integration depend on the fluid region. The conservation of mass and conservation of energy equations are first applied to the superheat region and then to the two-phase region. The conservation of energy equation is also applied to the pipe wall for each region.
Conservation of Mass: Superheat Region. Equation ͑1͒
for the conservation of mass is repeated here as the starting point of the derivation: 
Integrate the first term of Eq. ͑10͒ from the inlet of the pipe ͑z =0͒ to the end of the superheat region ͑z = L 1 ͒ and assume a constant cross-sectional area:
Apply Leibniz's integration rule, Eq. ͑4͒:
Assume a lumped density 1 and evaluate the integral. During simulation this density will be calculated as the average of the condenser inlet density and the saturated vapor density at the condenser pressure.
Evaluate the time derivative:
Pressure and enthalpy are chosen as independent variables, and we assume a lumped enthalpy ͑h 1 ͒ that is an average of the enthalpies at the limits of integration. The derivatives of the superheat region enthalpy and density are given in Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒.
Substitute Eq. ͑16͒ into Eq. ͑17͒ to obtain
Simplify to obtain
Integrate the second term of Eq. ͑10͒, defining the mass flow rate at the interface between the superheat region and the two-phase region as ṁ int :
Combining Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒ gives the desired conservation of mass equation for the superheat region. 
Integrating the first term of Eq. ͑23͒ along the length of the superheat region and applying Eq. ͑4͒ yields
Again assuming a lumped density and enthalpy, evaluate the integral and the time derivative.
Substitute Eq. ͑18͒ and Eq. ͑16͒ into Eq. ͑25͒ and simplify to obtain the first term of Eq. ͑23͒.
The second term of Eq. ͑23͒ is integrated with the same limits. Applying Eq. ͑4͒ again and evaluating the integral yields
Evaluate the time derivative and simplify
Integrate the third term of Eq. ͑23͒. At the interface between regions, the mass flow rate is ṁ int , and the enthalpy is the saturated vapor enthalpy.
Now combine Eqs. ͑26͒, ͑28͒, and ͑29͒ with Eq. ͑23͒ and simplify to find the final conservation of energy equation for the superheat region.
Conservation of Refrigerant Mass: Two-Phase Region.
Integrate the first term of Eq. ͑10͒ from the beginning of the two-phase region ͑z = L 1 ͒ to the end of the pipe ͑z = L T ͒ and apply Eq. ͑4͒.
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Assume that the lumped density can be evaluated as a function of the void fraction and evaluate the integral.
͑32͒
Evaluate the time derivative, treating enthalpies as functions of pressure.
Integrate the second term of Eq. ͑10͒ and combine the result with Eq. ͑33͒ to find the conservation of mass equation for the two-phase region.
Conservation of Refrigerant Energy: Two-Phase Region.
Beginning with Eq. ͑23͒, integrate the first term and apply Eq. ͑4͒.
Assume that density and enthalpy can be expressed in terms of the void fraction and evaluate the integral.
͑36͒
Assume that the enthalpy and density are functions of pressure. The time derivative is then evaluated.
Integrate the second term of Eq. ͑23͒ by applying Eq. ͑4͒ and assuming a constant pressure:
Evaluate the final term of Eq. ͑23͒:
Combine Eqs. ͑37͒, ͑39͒, and ͑40͒ to obtain the conservation of energy equation for the two-phase region.
2.4.5 Conservation of Pipe Wall Energy: Superheat Region. Application of Eq. ͑3͒ to the superheat region wall gives
2.4.6 Conservation of Pipe Wall Energy: Two-Phase Region. Application of Eq. ͑3͒ to the two-phase region wall gives
2.4.7 Combination of Equations. Equations ͑22͒, ͑30͒, ͑34͒, and ͑41͒ together with Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑9͒ from the receiver derivation are combined to eliminate the variables ṁ int , ṁ out of the condenser, and ṁ in of the receiver, resulting in a model with six states: 
In Eq. ͑44͒, the time derivative of condenser inlet enthalpy is sufficiently small so as to neglect it. This was found through numerical studies ͓11͔. The model is simulated by calculating ẋ c = Z c −1 f c at each time step and numerically integrating to find the state vector x c . This model structure can also be linearized locally to give a state space representation ͑ẋ c = A c x c + B c u c ͒ suitable for controller design. An actual controller design is beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses on modeling. The method of switching model structures during simulation ͓8͔ requires an explicit equation for each state derivative, so Z c −1 f c must be evaluated symbolically. The model presented here is used throughout the simulation without modification, regardless of the outlet phase of the condenser. No structural changes take place during simulation, so explicit equations for the state derivatives are not needed.
Condenser Outlet Quality From Mean Void Fraction.
The mean void fraction, ␥ , was chosen in the derivation as a dynamic state variable. The mean void fraction captures the relationship between vapor mass and liquid mass in the heat exchanger and is used in the calculation of lumped parameters in the two-phase region. We also use the mean void fraction to determine the outlet quality and hence the fluid properties at the outlet of the condenser. A slip-ratio ͑S͒ ͓12͔ void fraction correlation relates the void fraction to the quality at any point in the two phase region, as shown in Eq. ͑45͒ where s = ͑ g / f ͒S. The slip ratio is the ratio of the vapor velocity to the liquid velocity. Numerous methods have been introduced for determining suitable values of S. The particular method does not impact this derivation.
From examination of Eq. ͑45͒, it is readily apparent that the limits on void fraction are the same as the limits on quality. As quality approaches zero, the void faction also approaches zero. As quality approaches 1, the void fraction approaches 1 as well.
The mean void fraction, Eq. ͑46͒, results from integrating Eq. ͑45͒ from x in to x out and dividing by x out − x in . This equation relates the mean void fraction to the inlet and outlet quality of the twophase region. Once the outlet quality is obtained, all other outlet conditions may be calculated.
At steady-state, the inlet fluid of the condenser's two-phase region is saturated vapor ͑x in =1͒ and the outlet fluid is saturated liquid ͑x out =0͒ or two-phase liquid ͑0 Ͻ x out Ͻ 1͒. We would like to use Eq. ͑46͒ to obtain the outlet quality for small deviations from saturated liquid conditions, but the equation is transcendental in outlet quality. Assuming small deviations from saturated liquid outlet conditions, we set x out = 0 outside of the natural log to arrive at Eq. ͑47͒. Solving for x out yields Eq. ͑48͒, where a = s / ͑1− s ͒ and b =1/ ͑1− s ͒.
During simulation, some transients will cause the condenser's outlet fluid to deviate to subcooled conditions. When quality is calculated from the mean void fraction, Eq. ͑48͒, these deviations result in a quality value less than zero. We therefore define a pseudoquality that exists outside the normal bounds on quality, x ͓0,1͔. This pseudoquality is defined as x ͓0− ,0͒ ഫ ͑1,1 + ͒, where 0 ϽӶ1. By using the two-phase property relationships with the pseudoquality, outlet refrigerant property approximations that capture the gross property behavior are obtained. The accuracy of the pseudoquality approximation will be discussed in Sec. 2.6.
Evaporator With Accumulator Model.
When connected to an accumulator containing fluid in the liquid phase, the evaporator outlet condition is saturated vapor ͑x out =1͒ or two-phase fluid ͑0 Ͻ x out Ͻ 1͒ at equilibrium. The derivation of the evaporator model follows the method presented in ͓6͔, where the evaporator has a single two-phase region. This derivation is similar to the derivation of the condenser model and will not be presented in detail. The conservation of mass and conservation of energy equations are
The conservation of energy equation for the evaporator wall is given by
Combining the evaporator equations with the equations for the accumulator results in a fourth-order model with states x e = ͓P e m acc ␥ T w ͔ T and inputs u e = ͓ṁ e,in ṁ acc,out h e,in T e,air,in ṁ e,air T amb ͔ T . Writing the equations in descriptor form gives Eq. ͑52͒. The entries of Z e ͑x e , u e ͒ are found in Table 2 . 
Evaporator Outlet Quality From Mean Void Fraction.
As with the condenser with receiver model, the mean void fraction is a dynamic state of the evaporator with accumulator model. Equation ͑46͒ again provides the means of relating mean void fraction to quality. We assume small deviations from saturated vapor outlet conditions, setting x out = 1 inside of the natural log to arrive at Eq. ͑53͒. Solving for x out yields Eq. ͑54͒.
Outlet fluid properties are calculated from the two-phase property relationships using either the quality or the pseudo-quality.
Validity of the Mean Void Fraction
Assumptions. By using the pseudoquality, the models capture the essential heat exchanger outlet refrigerant property behavior without the complications of switching model structures during simulation. This section addresses the validity of two key assumptions: the small deviation assumption used to derive Eqs. ͑47͒ and ͑54͒ and the assumption that approximate refrigerant properties calculated from the pseudoquality capture the basic behavior of the true refrigerant properties with sufficient accuracy for dynamic modeling purposes. Figure 6 compares the mean void fraction of Eq. ͑46͒ with the mean void fraction resulting from application of the condenser and evaporator small outlet quality deviation assumptions developed in Eqs. ͑47͒ and ͑54͒. In the case of the condenser, deviations over the range x out ͓0 , 0.2͔ result in errors less than 3.5%. In the case of the evaporator, deviations over the range x out ͓0.8, 1͔ result in errors less than 1%. Therefore, under these normal simulation conditions, the small deviation assumptions applied to the mean void fraction do not produce significant errors. The small deviation assumptions should not be applied to other operating conditions, such as startup and shutdown transients where large deviations in heat exchanger outlet conditions are probable.
Small Deviation Assumption.
Refrigerant Property Calculation.
If a subcooled region develops in a condenser, the outlet enthalpy will decrease with the outlet temperature. Transitioning from quality to pseudoquality ͑x Ͻ 0͒ mimics the introduction of a subcooled region at the outlet of the condenser. Rather than create a new subcooled region and the associated states, the approximate outlet enthalpy is calculated as if the refrigerant were two-phase: h = h f ͑1−x͒ + h g x. The creation of a subcooled region in the real heat exchanger corresponds to an increase in liquid volume in the heat exchanger and therefore a lower mean void fraction across the two-phase and subcooled regions. As the subcooled region grows longer, the pseudoquality becomes more negative and the outlet enthalpy decreases. This decreasing pseudoquality results in a decreasing outlet enthalpy approximation, demonstrating that the properties calculated from the pseudoquality capture the key behavior of the true refrigerant properties. A similar argument could be made for the case of superheated outlet conditions in the evaporator. Using the pseudoquality allows the models to capture the essential transient behavior without using a model switching scheme.
For a numerical example, we consider the case of a condenser operating with a saturated liquid outlet condition. Assuming a slip ratio of 2 and a condenser pressure of 1000 kPa, the mean void fraction is 0.84 as calculated from Eq. ͑46͒. Using Eq. ͑48͒, we find that the outlet quality is approximately zero, which agrees with our initial assumption of a saturated liquid outlet condition. If the model's mean void fraction state increases above 0.84, the outlet refrigerant of the condenser will be two-phase. Now we extend our example to the case of a condenser with a subcooled region at the outlet. The concept of mean void fraction as a relative measure of liquid and vapor in the heat exchanger is applied to both the two-phase region and the subcooled region. With the subcooled region included, the mean void fraction will be less than 0.84. If the mean void fraction state in our example drops to 0.8, the pseudoquality calculated from Eq. ͑48͒ for the condenser Table 2 Entries of Z e "x e , u e … for the evaporator with accumulator model Fig. 6 Mean void fraction for two-phase flows operating at 900 kPa "condenser… and 320 kPa "evaporator… as a function of the outlet quality outlet is −0.03. The negative pseudoquality value results in an outlet enthalpy value less than the saturated liquid enthalpy.
Model Validation Results
Model Library.
The moving-boundary models described in this paper are implemented in Thermosys, a MATLAB toolbox first described in ͓13͔. Thermosys contains linear and nonlinear models of the basic components of VCC systems. The models of individual components may be used independently or combined with other components to create a complete system model. When a system is modeled, the inputs to each component model are generally the outputs of other component models. For example, the condenser model inputs include the inlet and outlet refrigerant mass flow rates. These mass flow rates are outputs of the compressor and valve models. Further details on the Thermosys toolbox are found in ͓13͔.
3.2 Experimental System. The experimental system used for validation is located at the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The main components are a 1 2 horsepower variable speed compressor, a tube and fin condenser, two tube and fin evaporators, and four expansion devices. The system is instrumented with pressure transducers, mass flow meters, and thermocouples. For the model validation results presented here, the system is used in the single evaporator configuration with an electronic expansion valve. The high side receiver and low side accumulator are included in the . Redistribution subject to ASME license or copyright; see http://www.asme.org/terms/Terms_Use.cfm system, necessitating the use of the new condenser with receiver model. The low side accumulator contains only vapor, so the evaporator with accumulator model is not needed. A photograph of the system is shown in Fig. 7 . A schematic of the system in the model validation configuration is given in Fig. 8 . The physical parameters of the experimental system components are given in Table 3 . These parameters were obtained by measurement, by estimation, or from the component manufacturer. Operating conditions for this model validation scenario are shown in Table 4 . Compressor and expansion valve mass flow rates are calculated from empirical performance maps. The refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients are tuned parameters that remain the same throughout the simulation. Air-side heat transfer coefficients are calculated from j-factor correlations ͓14͔ and are updated during simulation.
Model Validation Results.
The model validation test scenario consists of steps to each of the four controllable inputs: valve opening, compressor speed, evaporator air mass flow rate, and condenser air mass flow rate, as summarized in Table 5 . The plots in Figs. 9-13 compare experimental data with various model outputs. It should be noted that the system configuration used here could not be accurately modeled without the condenser/receiver model presented in this paper. As encircled on Fig. 14, the condenser model's outlet quality briefly deviates to pseudoquality following the compressor speed step and the evaporator fan speed step at approximately 1430 s and 2200 s, respectively. This result indicates that the model predicted the formation of a subcooled Table 5 Steps in system inputs
Input
Step time . Redistribution subject to ASME license or copyright; see http://www.asme.org/terms/Terms_Use.cfm region at the condenser outlet. By using the pseudoquality, the model was able to capture this condition without interrupting the simulation to switch model structures.
Conclusions
New first-principles models are presented for heat exchangers used in conjunction with receivers and accumulators, including a detailed derivation of the condenser/receiver model. These models expand the range of operating conditions that may be modeled in the moving-boundary framework. By extending the definition of a key physical variable ͑quality͒, the models are able to accommodate fluctuations in outlet fluid phase conditions without switching model structure during simulation, thereby avoiding the creation and destruction of dynamic states. Model validation results are presented for a complete system model. The modeled experimental system contains a receiver, necessitating the use of the new model presented here. The results demonstrate that the movingboundary models are capable of representing systems with receivers and accumulators.
The validation results indicate that the low-order nonlinear moving-boundary models are potentially a useful tool for dynamic analysis of VCC systems. The nonlinear models may be linearized to provide models that are sufficiently accurate and compact to serve as tools for model-based control design. Future research will focus on further improvements to model accuracy and application of the models as a control design tool.
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Appendix: Dynamic Compressor Mass Flow Models 1 Static Compressor Mass Flow Model
The heat exchanger models presented in Sec. 2 are known to be very sensitive to inlet and outlet refrigerant mass flow rates ͓15͔. To improve the modeling accuracy, a dynamic compressor mass flow rate model was incorporated and used for the validation results of Sec. 3. The reader should note that this Appendix is not necessary for the correctness of the models presented in Sec. 2. However, it was found to greatly impact the accuracy of the comparison between simulation and data in Sec. 3. Therefore, it is included here for completeness.
The modeling of compressors in VCC systems can be categorized in two broad groups: simple static models ͓6,7,9͔ and complex dynamic models ͓5,16͔. The simplified static models rely on time scale separation; the compressor dynamics are much faster than the heat exchanger dynamics, and therefore the compressor dynamics are treated as if they were instantaneous ͓11͔. A static compressor model typically uses a semi-empirical modeling approach. The compressor mass flow rate is given by Eq. ͑A1͒, where V k is the cylinder volume, k is the compressor speed, and k is the inlet refrigerant density ͓6͔.
͑A1͒
During simulation, the volumetric efficiency, vol , is found from a performance map generated through extensive compressor testing. The performance map is generated by first solving Eq. ͑A1͒ for the volumetric efficiency. By modulating the compressor speed and valve opening settings, the experimental system is run over the feasible range of inlet and outlet compressor pressures. The changes in compressor speed and valve opening are sufficiently slow that each instance of the test can be considered a nearly steady-state operating condition. Using measurements of mass flow rate, compressor speed, and inlet density, the volumetric efficiency is calculated. Performance map indices are chosen as compressor speed and pressure ratio across the compressor. An equation with these inputs is fitted to the volumetric efficiency data with a least-squares linear regression. An example of a performance map generated in this fashion is shown in Fig. 15 . The performance map, together with Eq. ͑A1͒, constitutes a semiempirical static compressor model.
Dynamic Mass Flow Model
The first step in the identification of the dynamic mass flow rate model is the isolation of the mass flow dynamics from a complete system simulation. The static semi-empirical compressor model presented in Sec. A.1 provides the base line mass flow model. An iterative learning control ͑ILC͒ algorithm ͓17,18͔ is used to identify a mass flow rate correction. The ILC algorithm adjusts the mass flow rate to reduce the error in one of the outputs, in this case the evaporator pressure. Figure 16 shows a schematic of the isolation procedure.
The base line static compressor model produces a mass flow rate prediction that is used to simulate a particular cycle. After the simulation has finished, the evaporator pressure model output is compared to evaporator pressure data to generate an evaporator pressure error signal. This error signal is passed to the PD-type ILC algorithm given in Eq. ͑A2͒, where P and D are tunable gains on the evaporator pressure error and pressure error derivative, k is the iteration number, and trial is the data length.
ṁ ͑t͒ correction,k = ṁ ͑t͒ correction,k−1 + P · e͑t͒ k−1
The ILC algorithm produces a feed-forward mass flow rate correction signal that is applied to the mass flow rate predicted by the static compressor model during the next iteration of the simulation. Iterations continue until the rms evaporator pressure error reaches an acceptably small value. At the final iteration, the mass flow rate correction signal represents an isolation of the mass flow rate dynamics not captured by the static model. After isolation of the mass flow dynamics, a model is identified to capture the dynamic behavior. First-, second-, and third-order models were identified using standard techniques and compared. The model identification was carried out using the MATLAB Sys- 
